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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.1 WORD PRACTICE  
 
NEW LETTER:  FINAL -V = -FB 
 

1. rove ROEFB cove KOEFB live HREUFB 

2. shave SHAEUFB love HROFB stove STOEFB 

3. prove PROFB hive HAOEUFB sieve SEUFB 

4. weave WAEFB shove SHOFB wove WOEFB 

5. rave RAEUFB hove HOEFB crave KRAEUFB 

6. pave PAEUFB strive STRAOEUFB give TKPWEUFB 

7. mauve PHAUFB leave HRAEFB save SAEUFB 

8. move PHOFB glove TKPWHROFB drive TKRAOEUFB 

9. drove TKROEFB grave TKPWRAEUFB brave PWRAEUFB 

10. grove TKPWROEFB clove KHROEFB heave HAEFB 

11. dove TKO*FB jive SKWRAOEUFB dive TKAOEUFB 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.2 SENTENCE DRILL 
 

1. Did you rave about it? No, but I will rave and rave. He did rave about the loss. 

2. I would love to see Kate. I would love to see Ted. I would love to see Ross. 

3. Do not push and shove. Shove the car to the edge. I will try to shove her. 

4. Use coal in the stove. The stove is very hot. We need to buy a new stove. 

5. Can you pave the way? I will try to pave the way. He will pave the road today. 

6. I can teach you to weave. The rug has a tight weave. Would you teach me to weave? 

7. I crave hot fudge. I crave good food. Don would crave lemon pie. 

8. Is the ship in the cove? It is to the right of the cove. Look for shelter in the cove. 

9. Give the clove to Steve. Strive to be brave. The dove will move from the grove. 

10. It will dive from the hive. He will leave and drive. Save the mauve glove. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.3 SPECIAL OUTLINES 
 

1. waive WAEUFB wave WA*EUFB 

2. belief BLAOEF believe BLAOEFB 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.4 PRACTICE DRILL  
 

1. He will waive the right to sue. He did waive any help. He will waive his trial. 

2. Wave your hand at him. She will wave at you. Wave to them. 

3. The belief about it is true. Her belief about him is right. His belief is his own. 

4. Can you believe him? Do you believe it is true? I believe in you. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.5 BRIEFS AND PHRASES  
 

1. regular REG advertise TEUZ satisfy SAF   

2. have -FB (in phrases only) you have U-FB we have WE-FB   

3. did have D-FB would have WO-FB should have SH-FB   

4. to have TO-FB will have L-FB I have EU-FB do have DOFB 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.6 SENTENCE DRILL 
 

1. Use the regular hook. I wear a regular size. 

2. We can satisfy the company. Will a dime satisfy him? 

3. Do you want to have a job? We need to have a room. 

4. We have read the paper. We have to repay the loan. 

5. You should have a good time. You would have to leave. 

6. John did have to satisfy him. The company did have a debt. 

7. I will satisfy the need. Use a regular bead. 

8. Where will you advertise? Wave the sign to advertise it. 

9. You did have too much. I did have to be back. 

10. Jan will have hot fudge. The ridge will have a rim. 

11. I have a real safe. I have to believe him. 

12. You have to prove it. You have to live here. 

13. I do have to go. You do have to do it. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.7 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS  
 

1. blip blob blow blood black 

2. bleak blab bled blue blew 

3. blog blur blare bloat bleed 

4. blush bliss bluff blend bleep 

5. bless bleb blaze blurt blond 

6. welt felt colt cult wilt 

7. silt halt salt belt melt 

8. tilt bolt malt volt jolt 

9. holt guilt kilt dealt dolt 

10. jilt lilt fault quilt vault 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 15 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

15.8 PRACTICE SENTENCES 

1. Her leg is black and blue. The fire will blaze up. The robber blew up the safe. 

2. Blow up the shop. Use a blotter for the blood. A blister is a bleb. 

3. His life has been bleak. The blond will blush. There is a bleed on the brain. 

4. Do not blab about the blog. He will blurt it out. Please bless the blue house. 

5. It is a blip on the screen. I have a bleb on my foot. The blend was good. 

6. Look at the welt on her leg. She felt bad about it. The colt was in the shed. 

7. She said Ray was a dolt. Buy the bolt of linen. The basin is full of silt. 

8. Tilt the game to the side. It will wilt in the sun. The treat will melt in the car. 

9. It is all my fault. Bolt the vault. Wear the kilt with a belt. 

10. Make a quilt. You can eat a malt. Use salt on the food. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


